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World Plumbing Day and
why you need to treat your plumbing right
Every day, Louisville MSD receives more than 150 million gallons of water and waste that are flushed down
drains and toilets across the city. Our job is to treat that wastewater and return it to local waterways and the Ohio
River – protecting our environment and the health and safety of all Louisville-area residents.
Unfortunately, when people flush inappropriate items, it causes big problems for our sewer system and
wastewater treatment process – and it affects plumbing in homes and businesses, too. Some of the biggest
problems are caused by so-called “flushable” wipes, but we also run into challenges from dental floss, hair,
diapers, feminine products, and any number of other items that find their way down your pipes and ours.
MSD maintains more than 3,300 miles of sewer lines. There are pumps used to push the wastewater along its
route to one of our five water quality treatment centers. Wipes and other items such as dental floss and hair can
clog pumps in the collection system pipes and at the treatment centers. These clogs can cause backups into
homes and businesses and are time consuming and costly to repair.
Marc Thomas, MSD Collections System Director, says, “Wipes do not break down, even if their labels read
‘flushable.’ They twist becoming stronger in a mass—blocking sewer lines and damaging pumps.” Wipes cause
about 60 percent of the clogs that MSD employees must repair on a daily basis.
We urge residents to celebrate World Plumbing Day by avoiding a sewage backup. Toss your wipes, dental floss,
hair, grease, and anything that is not one of the “three Ps—pee, poo and toilet paper—into the trash, not the
toilet. If you do experience a sewer backup, make MSD your first call at 502.540.6000. If the problem is in our
system, we will fix it at no charge to you.
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